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Abstract
The goal of this study was to evaluate the mechanisms underlying Vernier acuity, over a range of spatial scales using
narrow-band Vernier stimuli and oblique masking. Specifically, the test stimuli consisted of a pair of vertical ribbons of horizontal
cosine grating with a vertical Vernier offset between the ribbons. These stimuli have two important advantages for studying
Vernier acuity: (1) they are relatively well localized in vertical spatial frequency, and (2) they are localized in their horizontal
extent (width). We measured the orientation, spatial frequency and width tuning of Vernier acuity over a wide range of ribbon
spatial frequencies, using a simultaneous oblique masking paradigm. Our masking results suggest that the mechanisms underlying
Vernier acuity are tuned to the orientation, spatial frequency and width of the ribbon stimuli. The peak of the bimodal orientation
tuning function varies systematically with the spatial frequency of the ribbon. The peak of the spatial frequency tuning function
varies systematically with both the ribbon spatial frequency, and the ribbon width (i.e. the grating length). A ‘template’ model,
in which the ‘mechanism’ is a windowed version of the stimulus is able to account for many features of the data, including results
which cannot be easily accounted for by standard multi-scale filter models. Specifically, the template model can account for: (i)
the bimodal orientation tuning function, (ii) the systematic variation in the peak of the orientation and spatial frequency tuning
functions with spatial frequency, and (iii) the systematic effect of ribbon width on spatial frequency tuning. © 2000 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Human observers demonstrate an exquisite ability to
judge whether a pair of target features is aligned. This
ability, known as Vernier acuity has sometimes been
referred to as a hyperacuity, because the thresholds,
under ideal conditions, may be just a few seconds of
arc, considerably smaller than the eye’s blur function or
the size or spacing of foveal cones (Westheimer, 1975).
There is strong evidence for the involvement of ori-
ented size-tuned filters in Vernier acuity. Vernier
thresholds for line targets are sharply elevated by a
grating mask, and the masking effect is tuned to a
narrow range of orientations and spatial frequencies
centered on the mask (Findlay, 1973; Waugh, Levi &
Carney, 1993). The importance of this result is that it
suggests a role for orientated cortical receptive fields in
Vernier acuity, as embodied in many of our current
models (e.g. Klein & Levi, 1985; Wilson, 1986). For line
Vernier, the tuning curve is bimodal, showing distinct
peaks at about 10° on either side of the line orientation.
Findlay (1973) suggested the hypothesis that a Vernier
offset would change the pattern of excitation in the
center of an oriented receptive field that is tilted relative
to the target lines. Masking also occurs under dichoptic
conditions (Vernier target to one eye, mask to the
other; Mussap & Levi, 1995), and taken together with
the strong orientation dependence, it seems likely that
the mechanisms revealed by masking are cortical, possi-
bly as early as V1. These masking experiments used
broadband stimuli (lines and dots), so there is little
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known about how the pattern of masking depends
upon spatial frequency. This is important because
Vernier acuity depends strongly and non-monotonically
on spatial frequency (see Fig. 1, see also, e.g. Watt &
Morgan, 1983; Bradley & Freeman, 1985; Carney &
Klein, 1991; Whitaker & MacVeigh, 1991; Hu, Klein &
Carney, 1993; Whitaker, 1993; Levi, Klein & Wang,
1994; Levi, McGraw & Klein, 2000). Thus, in the
present paper we combined narrow-band Vernier stim-
uli (ribbons of cosine grating with a Vernier offset
between the ribbons) with oblique masking. Specifi-
cally, we measured the orientation, spatial frequency
and width tuning of the mechanisms underlying Vernier
acuity. The data we obtained provide a rich test-bed
against which to evaluate models of Vernier acuity.
There are now a number of computational models
which can account for the high precision of position
acuity. Ideal observer models (e.g. Geisler, 1984, 1989)
which are based on retinal photon counts perform an
order of magnitude better than human observers. While
these models are very informative, they provide little
insight into the neural mechanisms that limit Vernier
acuity. A second class of models (multi-scale spatial
filter models) has proven quite successful in predicting
human performance on position tasks (Klein & Levi,
1985; Watt & Morgan, 1985; Wilson, 1986). One com-
mon feature of these models is their strong dependence
on stimulus contrast. These models are based on the
responses of mechanisms of different sizes and orienta-
tions. One limitation of these filter models is that they
are not useful in predicting the effects of noise (dis-
cussed further below). In this manuscript we describe a
rich set of Vernier masking data, which cannot be easily
accounted for by standard multi-scale filter models (e.g.
Klein & Levi, 1985; Wilson, 1986).
A third class of models is the test-pedestal model
(Hu, Klein & Carney, 1993; Levi et al., 1994, 1999). In
the test-pedestal model, the stimulus is decomposed
into a test pattern (the cue) plus a pedestal. The present
paper describes a test-pedestal model, the ‘template’
model which measures the local contrast change associ-
ated with the Vernier offset. The key idea embodied in
the model is that the observer constructs a ‘template’ (a
‘mechanism’ which closely matches the stimulus) for the
Vernier task. This model is able to account for many
features of the data, including the orientation and
spatial frequency tuning functions and the systematic
effect of ribbon width.
2. Methods
The stimuli in our experiments consisted of a pair of
vertical ribbons (3% wide unless otherwise specified) of a
horizontal cosine grating with a vertical Vernier offset
between the ribbons. The ribbons were separated by a
gap of approximately 3%, which was at the mean lumi-
nance of 100 cd:m2. Unless specified, the cosine ribbon
contrast was 40%. The cosine ribbons have two impor-
tant advantages for our purposes: first, they are well
tuned in vertical spatial frequency. This is important
because Vernier acuity depends strongly and non-
monotonically on spatial frequency (see Fig. 1, see also,
e.g. Watt & Morgan, 1983; Bradley & Freeman, 1985;
Carney & Klein, 1991; Whitaker & MacVeigh, 1991;
Hu et al., 1993; Whitaker, 1993; Levi et al., 1994, 2000).
Second, the ribbons are localized in their horizontal
spatial extent1. This is important because the offset
information is highly localized, and with long gratings
(wide ribbons), it is not clear which part of the stimulus
is useful for the task (e.g. Whitaker, 1993). With elon-
gated gratings, there may be useful information for
contrast detection or discrimination along the entire
length of the grating; whereas, the useful information
for Vernier acuity may be restricted to a small region
near the offset. Indeed, Hu et al. (1993) found that at
high spatial frequencies, elongating the grating stimuli
improved contrast discrimination, but degraded Vernier
discrimination (also see Levi et al., 2000). Foveal
Vernier acuity for short ribbons of grating are well
predicted by the contrast discrimination threshold (Hu
et al., 1993; Levi et al., 2000). Other stimuli, such as
Fig. 1. Unmasked Vernier thresholds of the three observers plotted as
a function of the ribbon spatial frequency.
1 When the ribbon is narrow, it imposes a sinc function in the
Fourier domain, which splatters power over many orientations
(Krauskopf & Farell, 1991). We consider the 2-dimensional Fourier
structure of the stimulus in the Appendix.
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Plate 1. Examples of our unmasked (top row) and masked (middle and bottom row) stimuli. The top row shows ribbons of nominally 1, 3 and
6 c:deg. The middle row shows a 3 c:deg ribbon, with 3 c:deg masks oriented at 13.5, 33 and 60°. The bottom row shows a 3 c:deg ribbon, with
masks of 1.4, 3.9 and 7.2 c:deg, oriented at :50°.
Gabor patches are localized in both space and spatial
frequency. However, we wanted to have the ribbons
close together since Vernier thresholds are best with
closely spaced targets, and we wanted to avoid stimuli
which could be localized via their envelopes (e.g. Toet
& Koenderink, 1988; Hess & Holliday, 1992; Levi &
Klein, 1992).
To estimate the orientation and spatial frequency
selectivity of the mechanisms underlying Vernier acuity,
we used a simultaneous masking paradigm, similar to
that used previously for detection (Wilson, McFarlane
& Phillips, 1983), orientation discrimination (Regan &
Beverley, 1985) and Vernier acuity (Findlay, 1973; Car-
ney & Klein, 1991; Waugh et al., 1993; Waugh & Levi,
2000). In our experiments, the mask was a superim-
posed sinewave grating extending over the entire screen.
Several examples of the ribbons and masks are shown
in Plate 1.
The ribbons and masks were stationary, with the
phases of both randomized from trial to trial. Unless
otherwise noted, the mask contrast was 20%. The ran-
dom-phase one-dimensional noise has the advantage of
having a much greater power density concentrated in
regions of interest than is possible with random white
noise (e.g. Beard & Ahumada, 1997). The spatial fre-
quency specificity of the mask allows us to measure the
tuning properties of the underlying mechanisms.
The stimuli and masks were presented on a Tektronix
608 oscilloscope screen with a P31 phosphor. They were
generated using a Neuroscientific VENUS stimulus gen-
erator with 12 bit contrast control. For all experiments,
the stimulus was presented for 1 s, during which time
the sinewave mask and the cosine ribbon were inter-
leaved frame by frame, i.e. every 3.7 ms (270 Hz frame
rate), so that the cosine ribbon and the mask appeared
to be superimposed. The stimuli were viewed through a
circular aperture cut from an approximately square
diffusing surround. Luminance and contrast were cali-
brated manually with a Pritchard Spectra photometer
or automatically with a United Detector Technology 61
Optometer. The oscilloscope luminance non-linearities
were fit with a spline and incorporated into the VENUS
lookup tables. The grating contrast is specified as the
Michelson contrast.
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For stimuli of 4 c:deg or greater, the viewing distance
was 4 m, so that the circular field size subtended 1.15°
in diameter, and the approximately square diffusing
surround (mean luminance of 13 cd:m2) subtended
about 2.4° on each side. For spatial frequencies below 4
c:deg, the viewing distance was proportional to spatial
frequency (e.g. 3 c:deg – 3 m; 1 c:deg – 1 m) so that
there were always at least five cycles of the stimulus.
Note that although this scaling procedure increased the
height of the ribbons, and the overall size of the masks,
unless otherwise specified, the ribbons were always
approximately 3% wide, with a gap of approximately 3%.
2.1. Psychophysical methods
2.1.1. Vernier detection
We measured thresholds for detecting a unidirec-
tional Vernier offset using a self-paced rating-scale
method of constant stimuli. On each trial, one of three
randomly selected offsets (aligned (i.e. no offset), one
step up or two steps up) was presented. The observer’s
task was to judge whether the ‘test’ ribbon (on the
right) was equal to, or higher than the reference ribbon
(on the left) by giving integer numbers from 0 (aligned)
to 2. The step size was chosen, on the basis of pilot
experiments, to be close to the observer’s threshold.
The offset never exceeded one quarter of a cycle (90°).
Feedback as to the magnitude of the offset was given
after each trial. Thresholds for Vernier detection were
obtained by calculating a maximum-likelihood estimate
of the d % values for each stimulus and interpolating2 to
a d % equal to 1 using a linear transducer function. The
thresholds reported are the mean of at least four runs
of 125 trials per run, weighted by the inverse variance,
and represent the ability to distinguish between a blank
(no offset) and a unilateral offset. The error bars are
91 S.E., reflecting the maximum of the within and
between run variance.
In separate experiments, we measured the effects of
mask orientation, spatial frequency, ribbon width and
contrast on Vernier acuity at several ribbon spatial
frequencies.
Three observers with corrected-to-normal vision (one
of the authors and two other highly experienced psy-
chophysical observers who were naive as to the purpose
of this study) participated in these experiments. For DL
and TRI, viewing was binocular, for TN it was
monocular.
3. A template model for ribbon Vernier acuity
Technically speaking, the trial to trial randomization
of the relative phase of the test and mask precludes the
use of standard filter models. These models assume the
mask is fixed across trials in order to predict threshold
by comparing the filter activity of the full image with
the Vernier offset to the filter activity without the
offset. Moreover, phase randomization also has a
strong effect on the psychophysical thresholds
(threshold elevations are much reduced when phases
are fixed). This masking paradigm with unknown noise
is typical of real world situations. More importantly, as
shown in Section 5, and described in Appendix 2, filter
models that can handle randomized masks do not
correctly predict certain of our results (particularly with
low spatial frequency, narrow ribbons). Therefore, we
have developed a template model for Vernier acuity.
The template model proposed avoids the limitations
faced by the standard filter model. The template model
is based upon the test-pedestal approach developed by
Hu et al. (1993) and Levi et al., (1994), in which the
stimulus is decomposed into a test pattern (the cue)
plus a pedestal. Here we make the additional assump-
tion that the mechanism that detects the Vernier offset,
has a shape that is closely matched to the test pattern.
The details of this model are described in Appendix 1.
Plate 2 shows the template for three different ribbon
spatial frequencies ( f1, 3 and 12 c:deg), and two
different ribbon widths (w3% and 27%).
The key idea, embodied in the template model, is
that the observer constructs a template, or decision
filter to detect the cue (the Vernier offset) — so it is
effectively the test pattern. The mathematical form of
the template is based on expressing the Vernier stimulus
in the test–pedestal framework. The x, y dependence of
the test pattern, given in Eq. (A9) of Appendix 1, is:
T(x,y)sin(2pfy) (bar(x)bar(x)) (1)
with bar(x)1 for inner ribbon edge5x
5outer ribbon edge
otherwise bar(x)0
where the inner ribbon edge is typically:1.5% (half the
3% gap) and the outer ribbon edge is the inner ribbon
edge plus the ribbon width. Since all realistic mecha-
nisms are localized spatially, the template filter used in
the model is a Gaussian windowed test pattern (see
Appendix 1, Eq. (A8)):
Template (x,y)T(x,y) exp(2f 2 (x2:nx2 y2:ny2))
(2)
nysy2f, where sy is the standard deviation in the y
direction (there are ny cycles within one standard devia-
tion) and similarly for nx. In Figs. 4, 8 and 10 where we
compare this model to data, three different window
2 For some conditions (particularly at very high spatial frequen-
cies), where sufficiently large offsets could not be produced,
thresholds were estimated by extrapolation rather than interpolation.
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Plate 2. The space representations of the template model for three different ribbon spatial frequencies: 1, 3 and 12 c:deg (from left to right). For
these templates, nx , ny1, 1. Top: 3% ribbons; bottom: 27% ribbons.
sizes are shown for the fits: (nx , ny) (1, 1), (1, 0.5) and
(1.5, 0.75). These envelopes were chosen to cover a
plausible range of values. Inspection of Plate 2 illus-
trates that the template appears to be a pair of opposed
phase ribbons that are windowed in their vertical and
horizontal dimensions. Note too that for low spatial
frequencies and narrow (3%) ribbons (top), the template
has an aspect ratio that is very different from that of a
conventional filter. Thus the 1 c:deg template (top left)
is :7 times wider than it is long.
Plate 3 shows the 2-dimensional Fourier plots of the
six templates illustrated in Plate 2. In these pseudo-
color plots, the abscissa and ordinate represent the


















Plate 3. Two-dimensional Fourier plots of the six templates illustrated in Plate 2 (3% ribbons, top; 27% ribbons, bottom). In these pseudo-color plots, the abscissa and ordinate represent the
horizontal and vertical Fourier spatial frequency components of the template, and the amplitude of the components is indicated by the color map. Each asterisk in the top row represents the
horizontal and vertical components of one of the masks used in our ‘orientation tuning’ or ‘spatial frequency tuning’ experiments. An orientation tuning function is represented as a ring, and
a spatial frequency tuning function is represented as a ray. Each open circle represents additional masking points for the ‘hot-spot’ experiment.
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tent of the template, and the amplitude of the compo-
nents is indicated by the color map. In order to charac-
terize the mechanisms involved in Vernier acuity, we
traditionally make several ‘cuts’, by measuring for ex-
ample orientation tuning and spatial frequency tuning.
The black asterisks in Plate 3 illustrate the ‘cuts’ made
in our experiments for the three ribbon spatial frequen-
cies illustrated in the top row of Plate 2 (which shows
the templates for narrow (3%) ribbons). Each asterisk
represents the horizontal and vertical components of
one of the masks used in our experiments. Since the
masks are elongated (full gratings), each combination
of mask spatial frequency and orientation represents a
single point (asterisk) in this space. In these coordi-
nates, an orientation tuning function, where the mask
spatial frequency is held constant and its orientation
varied, is represented as a ring, and a spatial frequency
tuning function is represented as a ray. Note that for
the 12 c:deg ribbon, a single ring and ray provide a
reasonable probe for the template (i.e. the test points
are located near the ‘hot spot’ of the template). On the
other hand, for the low spatial frequency ribbons (1
and 3 c:deg), the rings and rays do not adequately
probe the template near its peak, so many additional
test points (open circles) have been added (these will be
discussed in Section 4.6). In Section 4, we first describe
the conventional cuts, i.e. the familiar orientation and
spatial frequency tuning functions. Then, in Section 4.6
we display (Plate 4) the results in 2-dimensional Fourier
space, i.e. we display the threshold elevation produced
by our masks (at each of the asterisks and circles in
Plate 3) in a format analogous to that of Plate 3.
4. Results
4.1. Vernier acuity with cosine ribbons – unmasked
thresholds
Unmasked Vernier acuity with cosine ribbons de-
pends strongly and non-monotonically on ribbon spa-
tial frequency (Fig. 1; see also Watt & Morgan, 1983;
Bradley & Freeman, 1985; Carney & Klein, 1991;
Whitaker & MacVeigh, 1991; Hu et al., 1993;
Whitaker, 1993; Levi et al., 1994, 2000). For each
observer, Vernier thresholds decline (improve) with in-
creasing spatial frequency, reaching a minimum at
about 12 c:deg, and then increase sharply above about
18 c:deg. The optimal thresholds were about 7 arc sec
for DL and TRI, but a little worse for TN, perhaps
because she used monocular viewing (Banton & Levi,
1991).
4.2. Orientation tuning
The masking orientation tuning function is clearly
bimodal (Figs. 2 and 3). At 6 c:deg (Fig. 2) the peaks
are at about 20° on either side of 0 (i.e. mask and
ribbon parallel). This bimodal orientation tuning is
similar to that obtained for line Vernier (Findlay, 1973;
Waugh et al., 1993; Mussap & Levi, 1996), orientation
discrimination (Regan & Beverley, 1985) and 2- and
3-dot alignment (Waugh & Levi, 1995; Levi & Waugh,
1996; Mussap & Levi, 1997). However, there is a strong
and systematic effect of spatial frequency on the orien-
tation tuning (Fig. 3). As spatial frequency increases,
the peaks narrow and shift closer to zero. At each
spatial frequency, the curves are double peaked, with
little evidence for any asymmetry in the peaks3. As
shown below, a template model (where the mechanism
is matched in orientation and spatial frequency to the
ribbons), predicts the bimodal tuning well (Fig. 4, top
panel). Like the human observers, the model tuning
shifts systematically with spatial frequency. The model’s
bimodal tuning is simply a consequence of the template
symmetry. Placing a bar (or one-dimensional noise)
across either the pair of peaks or troughs (Plate 2), will
obscure the cue, and as the ribbon spatial frequency
increases (from left to right in Plate 2), the angle of the
obscuring grating will decrease.
To quantify the Vernier orientation tuning functions
we fit the threshold elevation curves with Gaussians.
The lower panel of Fig. 4 summarizes how the esti-
mated peaks vary with ribbon spatial frequency. For
spatial frequencies above about 6 c:deg, the peak angle
Fig. 2. Orientation tuning functions (Vernier thresholds vs. mask
orientation) obtained with 40% contrast cosine ribbons and 20%
contrast masks having the identical spatial frequency (6 c:deg) for
observer TN. The dotted line shows her unmasked Vernier threshold.
3 Carney and Klein (1991) obtained asymmetric masking functions
in a practiced observer, using full-field abutting sinusoids. They
reported similar shifts in the peak of the orientation tuning function
to those noted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Orientation tuning (threshold elevation vs. orientation) curves for two observers at four different ribbon spatial frequencies (3, 6, 12 and
18 c:deg). The curves have been shifted vertically for clarity.
decreases almost in inverse proportion to spatial fre-
quency, varying from about 50 deg at the lower fre-
quencies to around 15° at the highest. The three lines
show the predictions of the template model for three
different Gaussian window sizes [(nx , ny) (1, 1), (1,
0.5), (1.5, 0.75)]. The model predictions are in reason-
ably good quantitative agreement with the data. The
asterisks show the predictions of a second template
model (the ‘‘double Gaussian template’’) which will be
discussed later.
4.3. Effect of contrast
The masking effect depends on the joint cosine rib-
bon and mask contrasts (Fig. 5). The unmasked Vernier
thresholds decrease as ribbon contrast increases (left-
most points). The unmasked thresholds (center panel-
open symbols) display the well-documented dependence
of grating Vernier acuity on contrast, where the expo-
nent is typically between 0.5 and 0.7 (Watt &
Morgan, 1983; Bradley & Freeman, 1985; Wilson, 1986;
Hu et al., 1993; Levi et al., 1994). The best fitting power
function (a line on log-log coordinates) describing the
relationship between unmasked Vernier acuity and rib-
bon contrast has an exponent of about 0.6.
With increasing mask contrast, the Vernier threshold
increases (top panel), and the three curves (for three
different ribbon contrasts) are displaced upward and
slightly to the left as ribbon contrast decreases. If the
effects of ribbon contrast were purely multiplicative, the
three curves would shift vertically. They are not.
Thresholds for low contrast ribbons are more elevated
than thresholds for high contrast ribbons when the
mask contrast is high. This results in a steeper relation-
ship between masked Vernier acuity and ribbon con-
trast than for unmasked Vernier acuity (exponent of
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about 1.0. — solid symbols and dotted line in the
middle panel of Fig. 5).
The joint effect of ribbon and mask contrast can be
seen most clearly by re-plotting the data with the
abscissa specified as the ratio of the mask contrast to
Fig. 5. (top) Vernier thresholds for a 6 c:deg ribbon, plotted as a
function of the contrast of an optimally oriented 6 c:deg mask. Data
are shown for three different ribbon contrasts (coded by symbol size).
With increasing mask contrast, the Vernier threshold increases, and
the three curves are displaced upward and slightly to the left as
ribbon contrast decreases.(middle) The unmasked Vernier thresholds
(open symbols – the leftmost points in the top panel). are replotted
as a function of ribbon contrast. The best fitting power function
(solid line) describing the relationship between unmasked Vernier
acuity and ribbon contrast has an exponent of about 0.6. Ribbon
contrast has a stronger effect on masked Vernier thresholds (solid
circles, mask contrast of 10%) than on unmasked Vernier acuity
(exponent of about 1.0). (bottom) The data from the top panel
have been replotted with the abscissa specified as the ratio of the
mask contrast to the ribbon contrast. For ratios above about 0.3,
thresholds can be predicted by the ratio.
Fig. 4. (top) Orientation tuning (threshold elevation vs. orientation)
curves for the template model at four different ribbon spatial frequen-
cies (3, 6, 12 and 18 c:deg). The curves have been shifted vertically for
clarity.(bottom) Summarizes how the peak of the orientation tuning
function (estimated from Gaussian fits to the tuning curves) varies
with ribbon spatial frequency. Circles, squares and diamonds are for
the three observers. The three lines are predictions of the template
model for three different window sizes [(nx , ny) (1, 1), (1, 0.5), (1.5,
0.75)] (see Eq. (2) for the definition of window size). The asterisks are
the predictions of the double Gaussian template model.
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the ribbon contrast (bottom panel). When viewed in
this way, for ratios above about 0.3, thresholds are
determined solely by the ratio. Note that the tuning
functions shown in the previous and following sections
were determined with a mask:ribbon contrast ratio of
0.5.
4.4. Spatial frequency tuning
We obtained spatial frequency tuning curves by hold-
ing the mask orientation near its peak, and varying its
spatial frequency. Examples of these tuning curves are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 (threshold vs. mask spatial
Fig. 6. Spatial frequency tuning functions (threshold in arc sec vs. mask spatial frequency) for three observers for several ribbon spatial frequencies
(coded by inverse symbol size). The top panel shows tuning functions for 3 c:deg ribbons at three different mask orientations. The lines are
Gaussian fits to the data.
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Fig. 7. Spatial frequency tuning functions (threshold elevation vs. mask spatial frequency) for three observers for ribbon spatial frequencies of 1,
3, 6, and 12 (for TN) and 1, 3, 6 and 18 c:deg for DL and TRI (coded by inverse symbol size). The horizontal positions of the isolated symbols
along the top of each panel show the spatial frequency of the corresponding ribbon. The lines are log Gaussian fits to the data.
frequency in Fig. 6 and threshold elevation vs. mask
spatial frequency in Fig. 7) for a number of ribbon
spatial frequencies. Although there are individual dif-
ferences, for all three observers the tuning functions
obtained at ribbon frequencies of 6 c:deg or below,
peak at frequencies which are higher than the ribbon
frequency. Control experiments show that the spatial
frequency tuning is not strongly dependent on mask
orientation (see data of DL in Fig. 6 and Table 1). At
ribbon frequencies of 12 and 18 c:deg, as noted above,
the peak spatial frequency is very close to the ribbon
frequency. At 24 c:deg DL’s data peak at 21.7 c:deg.,
while TRI’s data show a dual peak (at 9.4 and 21.4
c:deg, i.e. the fit was improved by using two Gaus-
sians). These trends are summarized in Table 1 (along
with the bandwidths of the tuning functions) and in
Fig. 8 (bottom) which shows how the peak spatial
frequency varies as a function of the ribbon frequency.
Similar experiments using line Vernier, and 2-dot align-
ment, result in peak masking at around 10–12 c:deg.
The present results showing shifted peaks for different
test stimuli, indicate that human observers have multi-
ple size-tuned mechanisms which are sensitive to a
Vernier offset. These mechanisms extend to rather high
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spatial frequencies. Interestingly, at low frequencies,
both human observers, and our template model (shown
by the tuning functions at the top of Fig. 8, and the
three lines [for the three different window sizes] in the
lower panel of Fig. 8) show peak masking at spatial
frequencies which are higher than the ribbon frequency.
This is reminiscent of early adaptation studies which
suggested that there may be a lowest spatial frequency
mechanism in the fovea (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969,
but see also Stromeyer, Klein, Dawson & Spillmann,
1982). In the next section, the cause of the shifted peak
will be clarified.
4.5. The effect of ribbon width (i.e. grating length)
In the preceding section, we noted that at low spatial
frequencies, the tuning function peaked at higher spa-
tial frequencies than the ribbon frequency. Although we
mentioned the possibility of a lowest frequency mecha-
nism above, we believe there is a different explanation.
A low spatial frequency oriented mechanism will be
poorly stimulated by the very narrow cosine grating
ribbon. Because the mechanisms which underlie Vernier
acuity have a medium bandwidth, somewhat higher
frequency mechanisms may actually be more strongly
stimulated by the narrow ribbon. This explanation is
predicated on the assumption that mechanism length
and width co-vary (e.g. Wilson, 1986), and predicts that
with longer ribbons the spatial frequency tuning may
Fig. 8. (top) Spatial frequency tuning functions (threshold elevation
vs. mask spatial frequency) for the template model at four different
ribbon spatial frequencies (1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 c:deg). (bottom) Peak
spatial frequency (estimated from the Log Gaussian fits to the data of
Figs. 6 and 7) are plotted as a function of the ribbon frequency
(circles, squares and triangles). The three lines are predictions of the
template model for three different window sizes [(nx, ny) (1, 1), (1,
0.5), (1.5, 0.75)]. The asterisks are the prediction of the double
Gaussian template model.
Table 1
Spatial frequency tuning parametersa
BandwidthObserver Ribbon Peak SFMask
SF ORI (octaves)
1.00 50.00 3.7190.21DL 3.5790.12
50.00 2.2390.051.00TN 2.8790.03
1.00 50.00 2.9990.07TRI 1.8290.12
1.6290.053.00DL 50.00 5.7890.04




6.00 30.00DL 7.9390.03 1.1190.03
TN 1.9990.068.2090.05160.006.00
7.5490.1730.00 2.0990.236.00TRI
DL 12.00 20.00 11.7590.04 1.1590.03
0.8690.0120.00TN 11.7390.0112.00
12.00 20.00TRI 11.8290.09 0.8890.05
DL 0.7690.0218.1290.0310.0018.00
18.00 10.00TRI 18.2690.29 0.5690.12
0.9290.0521.3890.0710.0024.00DL
1.7090.5024 – lowTRI 9.4090.8010.00
peakb
TRI 24 – high 10.00 1.3091.0021.4092.00
peakb
a From log-Gaussian fits to the spatial frequency tuning curves.
b From fitting two Gaussians to the 24 c:deg tuning curve.
shift toward lower spatial frequencies. To test this
notion, we measured spatial frequency tuning functions
for ribbons of different widths (i.e. different grating
lengths). Fig. 9 shows examples of spatial frequency
tuning functions for ribbons of different widths (for
ribbon frequencies of 1 [TRI and TN] and 3 [DL]
c:deg). In each case there is a sizable shift in the peak
of the spatial frequency tuning function toward lower
spatial frequencies for the wider ribbon. Fig. 10 (top)
plots the peak of the spatial frequency tuning function
against the ribbon width for the data of Fig. 9, and for
several other conditions (not shown previously). These
results are summarized in the lower panel of Fig. 10 by
normalizing the peak of the spatial frequency tuning
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function (averaged across observers) to the grating
spatial frequency, and by normalizing the ribbon width
to the grating spatial period. Thus an ordinate value of
1 indicates that the peak of the spatial frequency tuning
function coincides with the ribbon spatial frequency,
and an abscissa value of 1 indicates that the ribbon
width (grating length) equals the grating spatial period.
When re-plotted in this way the results are both system-
atic and informative. Over a large range of ribbon
frequencies, for ribbon widths shorter than about 0.5
times the ribbon period, the peak spatial frequency is
higher than the grating frequency (peak SF:ribbon
SF\1). For ribbon width greater than about two times
the ribbon period, the peak spatial frequency is lower
than the grating frequency. Further data of this sort is
presented in Levi et al. (2000). The three lines for each
ribbon spatial frequency in the top panel of Fig. 10
show the prediction of our template model for three
different window sizes (as was done in Figs. 4 and 8).
The model predictions of the ribbon width effects are
clearly quite sensitive to the specific assumptions re-
garding the Gaussian window size. For example, the
predictions with sx1 and sy0.5 (dot-dashed lines)
are quite jagged at the lowest spatial frequencies; how-
ever, the window size of sx1 and sy1 (solid line)
provides a reasonable match to much of the data.
4.6. Constraining the mechanisms for Vernier acuity —
masking in 2-D Fourier space
As shown in several of the figures above, our simple
‘template’ model, in which the mechanism is closely
matched in size, spatial frequency and orientation to
the ribbon stimulus adequately predicts many of the
features of our data. However, while the template
model provides an adequate account of the results thus
far, it is not clear, based on the tuning curves shown
here that the template shown in Plates 2 and 3 is a
reasonable characterization of the mechanism for
Vernier acuity. As noted in the Section 2, the spatial
frequency and orientation tuning curves represent ‘cuts’
in 2-dimensional Fourier space. Since the masks are
elongated, each mask represents a single point in this
space (which shows the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the masks). In this space, the spatial frequency
tuning curves form a ray and the orientation tuning
curves form a ring. However, as shown in Plate 3, a
single spatial frequency and orientation tuning function
does not adequately cover the space (particularly at the
low spatial frequencies), and therefore, does not ade-
quately constrain the possible mechanisms.
Fig. 11 shows data for the 1 c:deg test pattern and a
5 c:deg mask for mask angles of 0–90°. The data has
been replicated for negative angles to match the plots in
Figs. 2 and 3. The sharp threshold elevations at angles
of 70 and 75° cannot be adequately fit by the same
template model (dashed curve) that did so well for
fitting the data discussed in the previous figures. For
the low spatial frequency ribbons an extra mechanism
is needed as shown by the curve in Fig. 11 (solid gray
curve, which shows the double Gaussian model). As
noted above, the peak threshold elevation occurs at
very large mask angles; however, this is not surprising
when one considers the vertical spatial frequency of the
mask (which is :1 c:deg, as indicated by the upper
abscissa).
The failure of the template model (noted above) is
specific to our peculiar, but very informative stimulus
— a low spatial frequency, narrow ribbon. The simple
template model successfully predicts the results for
Fig. 9. Spatial frequency tuning functions for ribbons of different
widths (i.e. gratings of different lengths) for ribbon frequencies of 1
(TRI and TN) and 3 (DL) c:deg. In each case there is a sizable shift
in the peak of the spatial frequency tuning function toward lower
spatial frequencies for the longer ribbon.
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Fig. 10. (top panel) The peak of the spatial frequency tuning function (derived from log Gaussian fits to the data of Fig. 9, and for several other
ribbon spatial frequencies) is plotted against the ribbon length. For each ribbon spatial frequency, the three lines are predictions of the template
model for three different window sizes [(nx, ny) (1, 1), (1, 0.5), (1.5, 0.75)].(bottom panel) The peak spatial frequencies from the upper panel are
summarized here by normalizing the peak of the spatial frequency tuning function (averaged across observers) to the ribbon spatial frequency, and
by normalizing the ribbon length to the ribbon spatial period. Thus an ordinate value of 1 indicates that the peak of the spatial frequency tuning
function coincides with the ribbon spatial frequency, and an abscissa value of 1 indicates that the ribbon length equals the spatial period of the
ribbon. The lines are predictions of the template model for nx1 and ny1.
higher spatial frequencies, and for low spatial frequency
wide ribbons; however, it fails for the 1 c:deg narrow
ribbon, because the horizontal and vertical spatial fre-
quencies are so dissimilar.
An examination of a broader range of mask frequen-
cies may reveal deficiencies of the simple template
model. In order to provide stronger constraints, we
have made measurements at many more combinations
of mask orientation and spatial frequency. These are
the test points illustrated by the open circles in Plate 3.
The results, plotted as iso-threshold elevation functions
in 2-D Fourier space, are shown in Plate 4. The ab-
scissa and ordinate represent the mask horizontal and
vertical frequency components respectively, and the
numbers show the threshold elevation (multiplied by
10) produced by each mask. The color-coded iso-
threshold elevation contours were obtained by fitting
(using a Marquardt nonlinear regression) the sum of
two Gaussians (with independent horizontal and verti-
cal standard deviations) to the raw data. The two
Gaussians correspond to the sum of two Gabor patches
in space. The Gabor patch with narrower frequency
tuning was chosen to be antisymmetric in both x and y,
just like the template discussed earlier. The Gabor
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Plate 4. Iso-threshold elevation functions in 2-D Fourier space. The abscissa and ordinate represent the mask horizontal and vertical frequency
components respectively, and the numbers show the threshold elevation (multiplied by 10) produced by each mask. The color-coded iso-threshold
elevation contours were obtained by fitting Gaussians (with independent horizontal and vertical standard deviations) to the raw data. The
‘hot-spots’ represent the masks (in 2-D Fourier space) that are most effective in raising threshold. Top, 1 c:deg ribbon; bottom, 3 c:deg ribbon
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patch with broader spatial frequency tuning was chosen
to be antisymmetric in x and symmetric in y. The
symmetry in y was chosen to account for the threshold
elevation at a vertical spatial frequency of zero. The
antisymmetry in x was chosen so that the two Gabor
functions do not interfere with each other in the spatial
frequency domain. These plots show that there is a
large range of masks that elevate threshold. However,
the strongest elevations conform to a vertical spatial
frequency that corresponds closely to the ribbon fre-
quency (for the 1 c:deg ribbon [top], a vertical spatial
frequency of around 1 c:deg; for the 3 c:deg ribbon
[bottom], a vertical spatial frequency of around 3 c:
deg), with a peak at a horizontal frequency between
about 4 and 6 c:deg. The ‘hot-spots’ of high threshold
elevation in Plate 4 represent the masks (in 2-D Fourier
space) that are most effective in raising threshold. Our
assumption is that these masks overlap most strongly
with the mechanisms that are sensitive to our Vernier
stimulus. The broad (in frequency) range of weaker
masking (fit by the broadly tuned Gabor) might reflect
a broad gain pool.
While the template deduced from masking (which we
refer to as the ‘double Gaussian template model’) bears
a close resemblance to the simple template model (com-
pare Plate 4 with Plate 2) it differs in several important
ways. In particular, it is more extensive in both the
horizontal and vertical dimensions than the simple tem-
plate. Fig. 12 provides a direct comparison between the
template model, and the template derived by the mask-
ing results shown in Plate 4. Specifically, Fig. 12 com-
pares the horizontal and vertical spatial frequency
spectra of the template model and of the template
derived by masking (using the parameters obtained
from the double Gaussian fits shown in Plate 4). The
agreement between model and masking results is rea-
sonably good; however, the full double Gaussian nature
of the data is not fully captured by the simple template
model. The double Gaussian template model predic-
tions for orientation and spatial frequency tuning (us-
ing the parameters obtained from the double Gaussian
fits to the contour plots shown in Plate 4) are shown by
the asterisks in the lower panels of Figs. 4 and 8, and
are very similar to those of the simple two parameter
template model. The Gaussian parameters are shown in
Table 2.
5. Discussion
Our results indicate that there are multiple spatial
frequency tuned mechanisms which can signal a Vernier
Fig. 11. Threshold elevation data (asterisks) for a 1c:deg test pattern and a 5 c:deg mask as a function of mask angle (bottom abscissa. Note that
the data has been replicated for negative angles to match the plots in Figs. 2 and 3). The template model predictions are shown by the dashed
line, and do not provide a good fit to the data. A double Gaussian model (solid gray line) provides a better fit, because the low spatial frequency
narrow ribbons require an extra mechanism. The upper abscissa shows the vertical spatial frequency of the mask at each angle.
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Fig. 12. The horizontal and vertical spatial frequency spectra of the template model (dashed line) and of the template derived by masking (using
the parameters obtained from the double Gaussian fits shown in Plate 4 – solid line).
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offset. As has been previously shown with broadband
stimuli (lines and dots), these mechanisms are tuned to
orientation (Findlay, 1973; Waugh et al., 1993; Waugh
& Levi, 1995; Mussap & Levi, 1996, 1997; Levi &
Waugh, 1996). The present results show the peak of the
orientation tuning function varies systematically with
the spatial frequency of the stimulus. Our results also
suggest that the mechanism selected is strongly depen-
dent on the width of the ribbon. The simple, two
parameter template model, described in Appendix 1,
makes a number of predictions that closely mimic the
data. These include: (i) the bimodal orientation tuning
function (despite a unilateral offset), and the systematic
variation in the peak of the orientation tuning function
with spatial frequency, and (ii) the spatial frequency
tuning, and (iii) the systematic effect of ribbon width on
spatial frequency tuning. The model predictions for each
of these are shown in Fig. 4 (orientation tuning), Fig. 8
(spatial frequency tuning) and Fig. 10 (ribbon width),
and by the lines showing the model predictions superim-
posed on the data in Fig. 4 (peak of orientation tuning
vs. ribbon spatial frequency), Fig. 8 (peak mask SF vs.
ribbon SF), and Fig. 10 (peak mask SF vs. ribbon
width).
The bimodal orientation tuning of the model is simply
a consequence of the template’s symmetry. Because the
template consists of a pair of opposed phase ribbons,
placing a grating across either the pair of peaks or
troughs (Plate 2), will obscure the cue, and as the ribbon
spatial frequency increases (from left to right in Plate 2),
the angle of the obscuring grating will decrease. The
spatial frequency, orientation and width tuning of the
model follow from its 2-D Fourier composition.
A striking feature of our data is the dependence of the
spatial frequency tuning on the ribbon width. Our results
with short ribbons might lead one to suspect a ‘lowest’
spatial frequency channel with a peak near 3 c:deg.
Indeed, in their classical adaptation study, Blakemore
and Campbell (1969) suggested that there may be a
lowest spatial frequency mechanism in the fovea. How-
ever, our data and modeling suggest that this ‘lowest’
channel for Vernier is a consequence of testing with
narrow ribbons. The template for narrow 1 c:deg rib-
bons has a relatively high x-spatial frequency (around 4
c:deg, determined by the ribbon width), and a low
y-spatial frequency (determined by the ribbon spatial
frequency). Thus, the optimal mask will be a tilted
grating with a spatial frequency of around 4 c:deg.
Our template model shares similarities with the tem-
plate recently described by Beard and Ahumada (1997)
for 2-line Vernier. For example, their ‘classification
images’, determined by adding low contrast quasi-ran-
dom white noise to the line Vernier target, appear like
opposite-phase Gabor patches, similar to those shown
for the 12 c:deg ribbon in Plate 2. Based on the observed
classification images, Beard and Ahumada were able to
reject a model in which Vernier thresholds are deter-
mined by the contrast response properties of the single
most discriminating cortical unit (e.g. Findlay, 1973).
The present results are also incompatible with a simple
oriented filter, line element model, in which the differen-
tial responses of a number of independent filters are
pooled across spatial frequency, orientation and space
(e.g. Wilson, 1986). This type of model could not readily
account for the elongated nature of threshold elevation
for the 1 c:deg test ribbon. Rather, we suggest that the
‘templates’ used by our observers, are constructed by the
nervous system, by combining filters (e.g. Wilson &
Richards, 1989) to produce a template that is well suited
to the task. We note based on simulations, that construc-
tion of templates like those derived by our masking
experiments may require combination of several filters
(more than two).
Could a conventional (filter) model with probabilistic
pooling perform as well as the template model on the 1
c:deg data? Probability summation across multiple
mechanisms always operates in the direction of reducing
thresholds. In a masking paradigm (like ours) the opti-
mal mechanism will be one that has reduced sensitivity
to the mask while still being sensitive to the test. Our
experiments with the 1 c:deg ribbon provide evidence
against probability summation, since for the optimal
mask (1 c:deg vertical and 4 c:deg horizontal) the
threshold elevation was more than 12-fold. If the Vernier
task could be done by multiple, independent standard
mechanisms, then the many mechanisms detuned from
the mask should be available to detect the offset, and
there should have been little threshold elevation. We
have performed a wide variety of calculations to test
whether filter models could account for our ‘hotspot’
data (see Appendix 2). Our modeling shows that the
threshold elevations predicted by a filter model (using a
wide range of filter bandwidths, sensitivities and noise
levels) are less than a factor of three, whereas
Table 2
Parameters of the Gaussian fitting (Plate 4)
Peak horizontal SFAmplitude Peak vertical SFRibbon SF Vertical GaussianHorizontal Gaussian
(c:deg) (c:deg) SD(c:deg) SD
9.69 1.043.86 0.411 1.24
1.021.83.045.43 3.63
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the experimental threshold elevation for the corre-
sponding conditions is a factor of 12. The filter model
makes use of low frequency filters that are insensitive to
the mask but have sensitivity to the test cue. Evidently
the human observer does not have access to the outputs
of these filters.
We do not mean to imply that the visual system
always builds templates for every situation. Rather, we
are arguing that the human visual system, much like an
ideal observer model (Geisler, 1989) is able to construct
templates for reasonably simple stimuli (like the ones
used here) and well specified (and rehearsed) tasks.
In summary our results and modeling suggest that
rather than selecting a spatial filter fixed in size (from a
bank of filters) for Vernier discrimination, the visual
system constructs an adaptive template that closely
matches the stimulus, in order to perform supra-
threshold Vernier (and perhaps many other supra-
threshold discriminations) with high precision.
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Appendix A. A template model for ribbon Vernier
acuity
The Vernier ribbon stimulus can be written as:
Stim(x, y, f)cribbon (cos(2pfryf)) bar(x)
cos(2pfryf)) bar(x)) (A1)
where
bar(x)1 for 1.5 min5x51.5w
bar(x)0 for other values of x. (A2)
In all experiments other than those shown in Figs. 9
and 10 the ribbon width, w, was 3 min. The first term
in Eq. (A1) represents the ribbon to the right of the
origin and the second term represents the lefthand
ribbon. The spatial phase, f, is half the phase angle of
the total Vernier offset. It is related to the spatial offset
by
fpfd:60 (A3)
where f is the phase in radians, fr is the ribbon spatial
frequency (c:deg), and d is the total Vernier offset
(min).
It is useful to rewrite Eq. (A1) according to the
test-pedestal decomposition used by Hu et al. (1993).
Stim(x, y, f)Pref(x, y)T(x, y). (A4)
The test term, T(x, y) is the difference between the
presented stimulus, Stim, and the reference stimulus,
Pref. In the experiments of the present paper one-sided
Vernier offsets were used. That is, the three stimuli that
were intermixed had 0, 1 or 2 units of upward offset of
the right ribbon, with no intermixing of downward
offset. Since the test stimulus is being compared to the
stimulus with zero offset, Pref(x, y)Stim(x, y, 0), we
call this condition the detection condition, Tdetect.
Tdetect(x, y)Stim(x, y, f)Stim(x, y, 0) (A5)
ctest (sin(2pfryf:2) bar(x)
sin(2pfryf:2) bar(x)) (A6)
where ctest2cribbon sin(f:2). (A7)
Instead of using a reference stimulus with zero offset
one could compare a stimulus with phase f to one with
phase f. We call this the discrimination (rather than
detection) condition, and it is the method used in the
following paper (Levi et al., 2000). The test term for the
discrimination condition, Tdiscrim is given by:




where ctestcribbon sin(f). (A10)
Other than the overall constant, ctest, Tdiscrim (Eq. (A9))
is independent of the Vernier offset phase, f giving it
an important advantage over Tdetect (Eq. (A6)) as the
basis for a detection template. We will therefore use the
simpler test pattern that is given by Eqs. (A8), (A9) and
(A10) as the basis of the template discussed in the text
(Eq. (2)).
As pointed out by Hu et al. (1993) there is very little
difference between Eq. (A6) and Eq. (A9) as long as f
is relatively small (fB0.3 radians). Except for mask
frequencies near the center of the ‘hot spot’ (see Plate 3)
our Vernier thresholds are in the realm of small f.
Consider, for example, the largest Vernier threshold in
Fig. 1, with a threshold of 1.5 min at a ribbon spatial
frequency of 1 c:deg. From Eq. (A3) the phase is
fp11.5:60:0.08 rad, so it is well within the small
angle range. For this phase angle the test contrast, from
Eq. (A7) or Eq. (A10) is:
ctest0.08 cribbon. (A11)
The factor 0.08 is the same as the phase angle because
of the small angle approximation. Hu et al. (1993) and
Levi et al. (1994, 2000) established that the Weber
fraction for Vernier acuity is similar to the contrast
discrimination Weber fraction.
We now make the assumption that the detection
mechanism for the Vernier task is closely matched to
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the test pattern that is given by Eq. (A9). The only
modification is that it should be windowed by a Gaus-
sian, since all realistic mechanisms are localized spa-
tially. The detection mechanism is thus assumed to be
given by:
Mech(x, y)Tdiscrim(x, y) exp(x2:2sx2 y2:2sy2)
(A12)
where sx and sy are approximately equal to each other
and are inversely related to the test ribbon spatial
frequency. Figs. 4, 8 and 10 show the consequence of
making different choices for sx and sy.
The masking pattern is given by:





fmx fm cos(u) and fmy fm sin(u). (A15)
The masking spatial frequency is fm and u is the angle
that the masking grating makes with the horizontal,
so that for u0 the mask orientation is the same as the
ribbon orientation. The effectiveness of the mask is
assumed to be equal to the overlap of the detection
mechanism, Eq. (A12) and the mask function, Eq.
(A14). Since the detection mechanism is odd symmetric
in both the x and the y directions (see Eq. (A9)) only
the second term of Eq. (A14) will contribute. The net
result is that the overlap integral of the mechanism and
mask is separable into independent integrations over
the horizontal and vertical components:
Masking( fmx, fmy)
&
Masker(x, y) Mech(x, y) dx dy
(A16)





sin(2pfmxx) bar(x) exp(x2:2sx2) dx
(A18)
Fig. 13. Predictions of a model based on Gabor filters (see Eq. (A22)) for the ‘hotspot’ masking experiment. Each panel is for a different filter
standard deviation, s, of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.562 corresponding to bandwidths of 2.11, 1.47 and 1.00 octaves (full bandwidth at half maximum). The
solid lines show the signal to noise ratio of the filters to the test pattern with no mask. The dashed lines show the signal to noise ratio of the filters
to the test pattern with a mask. Note that there are ‘off-frequency’ mechanisms with horizontal spatial frequencies between 1 and 2 c:deg that are
insensitive to the mask but are able to detect the test Vernier offset. The ratios of the peak response with and without the mask gives the threshold
elevations.




sin(2pfmyy) sin(2pfry) exp(y2:2sy2) dy (A19)
0.5
&
(cos(2p( fmy fr)y)cos(2p( fmy fr)y))
exp(y2:2sy2) dy. (A20)
The integration over y in Eq. (A19) is the Fourier
transform of a Gabor function (Eq. (A20)), given by:
MaskYsy(p:2)1:2(exp( (2p( fmy fr)sy)2:2)
exp( (2p( fmy fr)sy)2:2)). (A21)
The integration over x is not possible to do analytically
because of the exponential in Eq. (A18) so it was done
numerically for Figs. 4, 8 and 10.
Appendix B. A filter model for ribbon Vernier acuity
In Section 5 we argue that in order to account for
our masking data, the underlying mechanisms must
have a shape closely matched to the ribbon test pattern.
For the 1 c:deg ribbon this template is very short and
wide (a small aspect ratio). In order to test whether
standard filter models can account for the data we have
carried out a wide variety of calculations using stan-
dard Gabor filters with unity aspect ratios specified by:
Filter(x, y)cos(2p(yfy xfx)) exp( f 2(x2 y2):2s2
(B1)
where fy1 c:deg is the spatial frequency of the rib-
bon, fx (the abscissa of Fig. 13) is the horizontal spatial
frequency of the filter, specifying the filter orientation.
The peak frequency of the filter, f, is given by
f ( fy2 fx2)1:2. (B2)
This implementation of the filter model assumes a
continuous frequency domain filter representation that
includes low spatial frequencies.
The three panels of Fig. 13 are for filter standard
deviations, s, of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.562 corresponding to
bandwidths of 2.11, 1.47 and 1.00 octaves (full band-
width at half maximum).
The solid lines show the signal to noise of the filters.
It is calculated as the ratio of the response of the filter
to the test divided by the response of the filter to a
sinusoid consisting of a 1% contrast full grating with
the peak frequency and orientation of the mechanism
(the carrier in Eq. (B1)). The denominator represents
the intrinsic noise of the system (the CSF). The dashed
lines are given by the same calculation as the solid lines
except that the denominator has been augmented by the
filter’s response (a Pythagorean sum) to the mask in its
optimal phase (to be conservative). The results show
that ‘off-frequency’ filters with horizontal spatial fre-
quencies between 1 and 2 c:deg that are insensitive to
the mask but would be able to detect the test Vernier
offset. The ratio of the peak response with and without
the mask gives the predicted threshold elevation.
We have explored a wide range of filter bandwidths,
noise strengths, CSF levels, denominator structures (we
have added up to 10% of the pedestal response to the
denominator to simulate multiplicative noise). We find
that the predicted threshold elevations are below a
factor of three (ratios in Fig. 13) over this wide range of
models whereas the experimental threshold elevation
for the corresponding mask frequency is a factor of 12.
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